
- Develop a platform that uses ERC 
20 for the entire project ecosystem 

according to Road Map.

-Support the installation 
of electric vehicle 

charging stations to 
campaign for the use 
of electric cars more. 

-  Support the use of solar cells to 
generate electricity in industrial 
and household sectors

-  Development all types of alternative energy power plants
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-  Storage facilities for vehicles and households.
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WHITE PEPER



Do you know that? Natural energy sources cannot be replaced. (Wasteful 
energy) such as oil, coal, natural gas, shortages Impending to lose the world, 
energy depletion will make the energy more expensive. The fear that energy 
will run out of the world and turn expensive, causing people to feel that the 

energy crisis has to be accelerated, resolved, managed and protected.

 

Especially cars which is considered an important factor for our daily lives and can’t 
deny that we all pay fuel for cars each year not quite less and cars still cause a lot of 

environmental pollution both smoke from exhaust and noise pollution.

As mentioned above, VOLTZ team wants to participate 
in driving the use of clean energy for the environment. 
Which the whole world is awake and began 
campaigning for use "Electric cars" because 
electric power can use alternative energy 
to generate electricity and coupled with financial innovations that are changing 
to a cashless society. To create a clean society and good environment in the future..



Getting to know the  alternative energy that can be used to generate electricity 

-
 

Solar Energy: It is clean energy. No environmental impact suitable for areas where the transmis-
sion line cannot reach and can be used infinity. Easy to maintain but there are limitations at the 
high cost use a lot of installation space. Uneven production causing lack of continuity due to the 

daytime sunlight which may not occur at night therefore resulting in less production capacity

Energy from waste (Biomass): is a solid waste that has been through various processes such as 
the separation of materials that burn out. Tearing or cutting off solid waste into small pieces. The 
waste of this fuel will give higher heat or have a better fuel property than using directly collected 
waste because it has more chemical and physical elements. The advantages of fuel waste are high 
heat. Easy to store, transport, manage. Including low environmental impact. We can use the waste 
fuel to be useful, such as direct heating, electricity production as fuel for vehicles.

Hydro power: is an energy that takes advantage of the flow of water to convert electricity into 
machinery. Which is now widely used for centuries such as the use of water turbines which is 

currently being used more effectively. For example, the use of energy is the main factor in 
building a power plant from a dam that takes advantage of the enormous amount of water flow 

through a large turbine that will create a high power for a power generator and generate a 
certain amount of electricity.



Wind Power: is clean energy that has no environmental impact 
and can be used infinity. The limitations of wind power are difficult 

to find suitable areas. Wind power is not continuous with a relatively 
high cost has low production capacity due to the uncertainty 

of the wind therefore causing uneven production.

Geothermal Energy: The advantage is clean energy with no environmental impact and can be 
used infinity but still has limitations in terms of high cost and can produce only potential produc-
tion sources. Proportion of energy sources is a good balance of electrical energy but the energy 
in those proportions can also be used to replace the main energy or can be used to circulate that 
is another option to help maximize energy use. And can be a part of promoting energy manage-

ment for us to have sustainable electrical energy as well

The project "VOLTZ" Application is an application for users of electric cars, such as showing 
maps, charging stations for electric vehicles (map point), electric car rental (Electric car rental), 
electric car taxi (Electric car Taxi). "VOLTZ"coin can be used as an intermediary for all transac-

tions that exist in the ecology of VOLTZ Application for shops that join us will receive publicity on 
the website and on the application on Smart Phone in both Android and IOS

( VOLTZ Application )

( map point )



 

VOLTZ  coins are built according to the ERC 20 standard, where users can store 
coins in the wallet that supports ERC 20 safely.

You can get VOLTZ coin by trade (buy-sell) on the board

https://365.stream/exchange/TUSD_VOLTZ

  

Coin Name : VOLTZ 

Abbrevia�on : VOLTZ 

Website : h�p://voltz.io/ 

Type of Offer : Token for applica�on 

Standard : Smart Contract ERC20 

Type of Token : U�lity Token 

Project Sector : VOLTZ Electric car charger 

Total Number of Tokens : 888,888,888,888 VOLTZ 

Decimal Places : 8 point 

Emission Rate : No new tokens will ever be created 
Available Coins : 100,000,000 VOLTZ every years for circula�ng. 

Lis�ng Date/Exchange : To be confirmed 

Country : United Kingdom 
 

COIN SUMMARY


